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ABSTRACT

11The emnission and absaorption cross-msections of an arbitrary
object are defined in terms of its scattering cross-,section1 and the
principle of detailed balance is then used to derive Kirchhoff's radi-

77 ation law for the objectj taking into account both the polarization of
the enitted and absorbed radiation , and the orientation of the object.
The result is used to calculate the apparent brightness temperature
of an object in an arbitrary radiation field. Finally a simple formula
for the change in antenna temperature caused by introducing the
object into the. beam of a highgain microwave radiometer antenna isI found.
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THE APPARENT TEMPERATURE OF ISOLATED OBJECTS

-1. INTRODUCTION

Radiometer systems (of which a radio telescope is a common
example) are sometimes used at microwave frequencies to measure
the apparent temperature of isolated objects, For example, it was
suggested in Reference 1 that a sensitive radiometer might be used
to determine the presence of a heated object at high altitudes4
Conversely, the presence of a large number of objects in the beam
of a radio telescope might interfere with its performance; Lilley
(Reference 2) has recently estimated the changes in antenna temper-
ature that might be expected from the "West-Ford" dipole belt,

If the objects under consideration are large in terms of the
operating wavelength of the radiometers, as is usually true in the
infrared region, the apparent temperatire can usually be related to
a surface emissivity and the surface area of the object. For small
objects, however, the concept of surface emissivity breaks down,
and it is necessary to use some parameter which takes account of the
radiating properties of the body as a whole. Since the scattering
properties of such bodies are often expressed in terms of a scattering
or absorption cross section, it seems natural to introduce a corre-
spondig emission cross section for the thermal energy radiated by

the body (see, for example, Reference 3, p. 452).

In this report, the emission cross section for isolated objects
will be defined, and the proper form for Kirchhoff s law, i. e., the
relation between the emission and the absorption cross sections, will
be derived. As a by-product of the derivation, it will be shown that
the emission cross section can be written in terms of the scattering
cross sections, which are usually known, or can easily be measured,
at microwave frequencies. Finally, an expression will be found for
the apparent temperature of the radiation coming from an isolated
object illuminated by an arbitrary radiation field. From this apparent
temperature, the change in antenna temperature of an operating rad--'
ometer system can easily be found.



The relations between the reciprocity principle, the principle of
detailed balance, and the proper form of Kirchhoffis law have been
previously discussed in great detail by S. M., Rytov, 4 and some of the

results given here have previously been derived by Rytov, Levin, $

and others, However, we have given an alternative derivation of
Kirchhoffis law in some detail because of the insight it gives into the
problem of calculating apparent temperatures under nonequilibrium
conditions. The main difference between the approach taken in this
report and that of References 4 and 5 is that here the entire calculation
is made in terms Of the scattering coefficients of the body, rather than
by introducing expansion coefficients or Green's functions. This has
the practical advantage of allowing temperature calculations to be
made in terms of easily measured properties of the object, at the
coSt of a more restricted range of validity (the body must be at a
uniform temperature, and distances must be large enough for far-
field approximations to hold).

2. THE SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF
AN ISOLATED OBJECT

The first step in the program of determining the thermal radi-
ation from an isolated object is to define the scattering properties of
the object for monochromatic radiation, and to express the forward-
scattering theorem in terms of them. For this purpose, we shall
follow the procedure of Bolljahn and Lucke (Reference 6). Consider
a monochromatic plane wave, with polarization state denoted by the
vector Pc , incident on an isolated body from the direction Qc, Oc
(see Fig- _). In Reference 6, linear polarization is used, i.e. , the
incomi_.g wave may be in one of two states, P e or V
where Bc, _c are unit vectors. in general, however, any pair of
orthogonal polarization states may be used; for example,

Pc ( 0 + i 0 )/f and P =(
represent circularly polarized waves. The incident plane wave may

now be written

(1) EiPc Eoe c

where Eo is the amplitude and k€ is the vector of magnitude k Zr/X

in the direction of propagation. We have assu med that the incident wave
is in polarization state (1).



PCI, I;
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K'\ Direction)

Fig. 1. Geometry of the scattering process.

The scattered wave in the direction (0., 0s) will also have a
definite polarization state which can be resolved into two orthogonal

components represented by unit vectors Ps and P , so that the

scattered wave itself can be written

(2) E EI + E2

f f 1 2 (c s) i ks r"i+ Ps~~= ° k r PSI kr e~

Here the fij(c, s) are called the scattering amplitudes: the
subscripts i,j reter to the polarization states of the incident and

scattered radiation respectively; the variables (c, s) refer to the

directions Oc ( c and O s s of the incident and scattered radiation.

It is a consequence of the Lorentz reciprocity condition that

3



i = ,2
(3) fij(c3 s) fji(s, c), j = ,

The total fitld at any point is then the sun Of the incident and scattered
fields, or Et = E+ . The several cross sections of interest may
now be defined, following Reference 6.

I. The Absorpto _jos a Section

ai(c), for an. incident plane-wave from the direction (c) with
polarization state (i) is defined as the net flow of energy into
a large sphere surrounding the target, divided by the energy
density in, the incident wave:

Re x(Et X Ht *) i.dS
(4 ) a i(c ) - - ........ .... ... .

Re (Ei x i *)

Heye H!_and Ht are the magnetic fields associated with ]
and En and nO are unit vectors in the radial direction
and the propagation direction of the incoming wave,
respectively (see Fig. 2a).

ii. The Differential Scattering Cross Section

8,& i c, s)/892, for a plane wave incident from the c direction
with polarization i, scattered into the s direction with
polarization j, is defined as the ratio of the scattered power
of the appropriate polarization flowing outward through a unit
solid angle, divided by the energy density of the incident
wave:

8 rij. (c.,s) Re( x n r-

an e(ix *i* -
Re(EX H )no

(It is implied that the incident field E - has polarization state i;
see Fig. Zb')
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()Absorption Cross-Section. Mb Differential Scattering (C) Eftiisson Gross-Section.
Power Absorbed, by (Dissipated Cross-Section. Power Power Emnitted into dfl With
Within) Body It tdpi(C)Wdtts Scattered Into dnW5 With Polaorization State (I! Is

Pol'ariidtion State (j,) Is Ktbk- 2dne.(c)A Waits

1 l(cs Idfl Watts

Fig., 2. Power relations for the several cross Sections. It
is assumed that the incident wave has intensity

0~w tsm tr and polarization state (i) from the
(e~c) direction. The emitte d wave in (2c) goes into
the (0c) direction.
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iii. The Total Scattering- Cross Section

ai(c),j for a plane wave incident from the (c) direction with
polarization (i) is defined as the total power scattered into
all directions, divided by the energy density in the incident
wave,

Re[E s x H r d
(6a) o-i(c)

ReE V x H n

and this is also equal to the integral of the differen tial
scattering cross section,

(6,b) o.c=+ d n

It includes contributions from both polarizations of the
scattered power.

iv. The Total or Extinction Cross Section

ti(c), is defined as the sum of the absorption and scattering
cross sections,

(7) ti(c) ai(c) + ai(c)

v. Relation Between Cross Sections and Scattering Amplitudes

All of the cross sections just defined can be directly related
to the scattering amplitudes f j* For example, it is easy to

show (see, e.g., Reference 6) that the proper form of the
well-known forward scattering theorem is

(8) ti(c) - .4 k .Ir [fii(c, c') 1

where cl is the "forward" direction; i.e., Oct Oc ; ie +
(see Fig. 1). From the definitions of the amplitudes and the
differential scattering cross section, one has

6



-- 0 ~aidij (C' s)- ( ,s *k).. ... s) ) fi (c, s)

whence, by integration,

(10) oq(c) = k-2 S fijsc's~IZ +d

Clearly, from Eqs. (8) and (10) the absorption cross section

ai(c) can also be found from the scatterin-ig amplitudes.

3. KIRCUHOFFIS LAW

in order to specify the thermal power emitted by a body
maintained at constant temperature, one further cross section, the
emission cross section ei(c), must be introduced. This may be
defined as the area of a black body surface, at the same temperature
as the object, required to produce the same brightness in the direction
(C), with polarization (i) . See Fig. 2. it is assumed that the black body
test surface radiates like an "ideal" black body even though ei << X 2 .

Havi.ng defined the emission cross section, we now seek a relation
between it and the absorption cross section; not unexpectedly, the two
are equal,

(11) ai(c) = ei(c)

Note that the polar angles (0 cc) which define direction (c) refer to
the line from object to observer for ei(c),_ and from source to object
for ai(c). Thus the propagation vectors kc in Figs. Za and 3 are
shown in opposite directions. Similarly the polarization state i for
the radiated power is that which would be absorbed by an antenna which
produces polarization state i in the incident radiation.

Equation (11) is the formal expression of Kirchhoff's law. It may
be seen that, because of Eqs. (7), (8), and (10), the emission cross
section of a body can be calculated from the scattering amplitudes.

Although Kirchhoffis law is well known, at least in the form in
which polarization effects are ignored, we wish to give a formal

derivation of it, since the details of the proof offer considerable insight
into the more general problem of calculating the apparent temperature

.7



~..r Receivers Sensitive To
Polarization State (i) -. 1-

'1 z z

Y IY
I

/ // /

(0) Isolted Body At (b) Black Body Surface At
Temperature Tb Temperature Tb With Area

ei (c). Surface Perpendicular
To Line Of Sight

Fig. 3. The emission cross section of the body is ei(c)

if the power in the two idential receivers is-
equal.

of a body under certain kinds of nonequilibrium conditions. The proof
given here depends, as usual, 7 on the principle of detailed balance and

the reciprocity theorem for the scattering coefficients.

Consider first a body in a very large isothermal enclosure, and
consider the thermal radiation with propagation vectors lying within a
solid angle M c in the direction (c) (see Fig. 4). If the spectral
brightness of the black body radiation in the enclosure is B o wattsm
meter -Steradian i = cycle- , i.e., if there is B- in each of two
orthogonal polarization states, then the power density flowing towards

the object from the range of angles cc is

(12) d Iin - Bo d2c Af watts-meter-?

in each polarization, in the frequency interval Af. This must be
balanced7 by the power flowing away from the object, within the
same d c. The outward-flowing power is the sum of three components.

8
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M 1,

\C

Fig. 4. Geometry for Kirchhoff's law.

i. The emission: the body emits ei(c)Bo4f watts/ steradiani in the
direction (c) with polarization (i). Thus

(13) d I-e ei(c)B0 doc Af watts-meter

flows out through the solid angle dnc

ii. The "scattered" power- thermal radiation incident on the body
from the range of solid angles do,5 is scattered into dfnc. The
power density at distance R from the object is

(14) d I s B d 5 f- f

9



Thus the total power scattered into dic is just the integral of d2 Is
over all dn s. Making use of the reciprocity theorem (Eq. (3)), and
the definition of the total scattering cross section (Eq. (6b)), one finds
that

dn c
,(15) d1s . B - (c, s) Af watts/meter 2

R

is the power scattered into d C with polarization (i), caused by
radiation of both polarizations falling on the object.

iii. The "forward"-scattered energy: the evaluation and
interpretation of the third contribution is less straightforward. it
is caused formally by the "scattered" energy originating from the
range of solid angles around the direction c1 opposite dfl (see Fig. 4).

It will turn out that this contribution is effectively a negative one; that
is, the body blocks out sufficient radiation from the (cf) direction to
account for its extinction cross section. To evaluate this contribution,
consider a plane wave incident on the body from (cl) vith propagation
vector k nearly parallel to the "blocked" direction kc (see -ig. 5).
By "blocked"L' direction we refer here to the direction from which the
radiation would have to come to place the receiver P in the forward
scattering zone. The direction k can now be specified by the point
Q at which it crosses a plane (F ni) perpendicular to at some large
distance R from the object. For convenience, define two angles
4' =tan. V /R and X =tan'l tl/R/. Then for ip<< 1 and X<< 1, the
vector k can be expanded as

(16) k = [ke,+ k (gto + IX) + +X

where toand Tare unit vectors and jk I [kcDI -k. Now an
incident plane wave Pi Eo exp(i k - R ) with amplitude Eo and polari-

zation state Pi gives rise to a field in the vicinity of P that may be
written as

-~ [~j~.~ f.(c~c) eii(17) E(P) = PiEo e R + f;.... ]
+ EO .ii(.C. eCik R].

: k R

since k i is the direction from the object to P. Thus the power
density at P is

10
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density at P caused by a single plane wave from direction k , the total
power density at P caused by black body radiation, from the cone dnc
can be found by integrating over 4i and x.. This is simplified by observing,
from Eq. (16), that

-" kR a a
(19) (kco-k)• R . (k kR )

2

Now if Eq. (18) is integrated over do t, assuming that the contributing
plane waves all have the samnne intensity Y E0 J , and are uniformly
distributed in direction, then the first term is Y IEo f dx d4 =
Y 11 zI do-2 . This corresponds to the thermal radiation that would
be falling on P from dl 2c if the scatterer were not there. Thus EO
must ...be chosen so that Y I  dl S O d. *A Consequently the
total power density at P becomes

(20) dIf± Sda ifdx dJ

9BAfdP2&+BAf Re fii(cl , c) 0 d dX

Now the limits on i and X may be replaced by + , if k issufficiently large (see, for example, Reference 3, p. 30); thus

41
(21) dif = { Bo dS2cF+ B0  kZR Re[i fii(ce, c)] 4 tf

or, using the forward- scattering theorem,

(22) d.If= PC d Bi W)

in gettinj Eqs. (Z0) and (Z) from Eq, (18), the secord-order term in
(fz / kR)- have been neglected.

Thus the thermal radiation reaching P from the directions in the
vicinity of kf is diminished by an amount sufficient to account for the
extinction cross section of the body, We may now use the principle of
detailed balance in the form

12



diin -dif +dis + dIe

or

~(2 3) B Af d n~i B [dn~ - Af

Substituting from Eq. (7) the definition for ti(c), we find that
there is a power balance only if el(c) = ai(c), which is Kirchhoffts
law.1
4. THE APPARENT BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE

OF AN ISOLATED BODY

We are now in a position to calculate the apparent brightness
temperature (defined by Eq. (24)) of an isolated body which is
maintained at a constant temperature when it is placed in an arbitrary
thermal noise field. That is, the body is at a constant, uniform temper-
ature, but it is not in thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings,
tt will be assumed that the temperatures and wavelength regions of
interest are those in which the Rayleigh-Jeans law is valid. In that
case, Bo = kT "- , so that the total brightness temperature of the
radiation coming from several sources is simply the sum of the

brightness temperatures of the individual sources.

The situation we wish to consider is that of an observer in a field
of thermal radiation who is to measure the brightness temperature of
the radiation coming from a given direction before and after an object,
at a large distance R, is introduced into the line of sight (see Fig. 6a).
Operationally, the measurement could be made by a radiometer
attached to a high-gain antenna with effective aperture A.

That is, the quantity to be measured is the power dPi(o) passing
through an area A (perpendicular to the line of sight) coming from the
range of solid angles subtended by the antenna beam dn . The antenna
is assumed to be sensitive only to radiation of polarization state (i).
If the incoming radiation has brightness temperature Ti(o), then
dPi(o) = kTi(o) A f M /XZ watts. Conversely, the temperature is
given by

(24) Ti(°) da(-

13
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e0),
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A Or TI(C) V84
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(a) Before (b) After

Fig. 6. The apparent temperature of an object,

For black body radiation, the true brightness temperature may be
defined as the limit of Eq. (24) as dn approaches zero. When a finite
object is introduced into a finite beam, then we say that Eq. (24) gives
the apparent temperature of the radiation coming from within dfl .

Now suppose that an object is placed in the beam at a distance R
along the line of sight (see Fig. 6b). The object is illuminated by
black body radiation with temperature distributions T (c') for the two
orthogonal polarizations states (i. e., i = 1, 2; c'represents the co-
ordinates c , 4p in a system with origin at the object; T'represents
a brightness temperature observed from the object).

14



After the objezt is -int.roduced into the "bezamj" (see Fig. 6b), the
power cros sing A it polarization statai (1) wi11l be changed. (T~o avoid
some confusion in intlerpreting subscripts, we ha;v-e chosaen too calculate
the temperat-aze in a specifi'c st-ite, labelled (1), in the remain.der of

thlIs sez~ion64) Again, t'here are three con-tribtins to th(-i Change:

(11) Frorm- the definbition of the emission cross section,
T the body Will radiate power

(25) dPe k Tb A

aztros8 the surface A. H-ere Tb is -the physical temper-
atur e of the body, as sumed to be at a untf_ emea
t-re throughout.

01i-0 The radiatilon fields T.() W-lll be reflected by the
body. The r-eflected power crossing A is

kAf ora- 2 (C, C) avi 0o~(')
(26) SP=~ T~ (c') + -- T,(c')

which may be wr-itte n

(Z 7) dP5 - a 7/

where

k I

represents the avera,-ge product of the bistatic scattering
-CoSS Setion and the temperature of the radiation illuminating
object. it has been assumed, in deriving Eq. (26), that the
two or-thogonal components Tj (c') and T" (c') are uncorrelated.
If this is not true, a more complete treatm~ent in terms of the
Stokes Parameters or the density matrix (see, for exa.mple,
Re.ference 8) is necessary to finmd. dP.O

15



(iii) The radiation from the "blocking" direction is modified
by the presence of the scatterer. Following the procedure
leading to Eq. (22)o it is clear that this contribution to the
power crossing A is

(28) df T- AAid 0 t1(°) 1

Thus the change in apparent brightness temperature, as
measured by a system with an angular resolution of drll
from the definition, Eq. (24), is

(el(o)Tb+ T>I (o)TI
(29) LATI(0) = ~~Idfl

The limitations on the magnitude of dol may now be considered.
in the first place, the target should be in the far-field of the
receiving aperture A, and, conversely, the receiver should be
in the farmfield of the target. If we take the "aperture" of the
target equal to t. , the largest of its cross sections, then the
following should holds

(30a) A > ti/x

(30b) R > A/X

Also, the target should not be resolvable by the aperture A,
if the apparent brightness is to have significance, so that

do e- > ti/R z

A

or

(30c) xa RZ > Ati

which is actually already i pied by conditions (30a) and (30b)l

16



5, ANTENNA TEMPERATURES BEFORE AND AFTER AN
OBJECT IS PLACED IN THM BEAM

In practice, the antenna of a radiometer system does not have the
ideal pattern assumned in Fig. 6. 'The actual antenna pattern may be
specified by its power gain function for radiation of each polarization,
viZ. , gj (a, 4)) and gz (O, -). (More elegant methods for treating the
response of an antenna to polarized radiation are available, and have
recently been discussed by Kog ; the straightforward method is used
here because the gain functions correspond to the standard antenna
pattern measurements.) If the axis of a polar coordinate system is

- taken along the main beam direction, as in Fig. 6a, and the antenna
is designed to receive polarization state (1) in the main bearn direction,
then gI (0, 4) = gm ; g2 (0, 4) = 0 w where gtnis the maximum gain of
the antenna. The antenna temperature Ta can now be written in terms
of the pattern functions as

2

(31) Ta - ----

S gk (0,0) d 11c

The use of this expression implies the assumption that the two
components of the incoming radiation T, (c) and T2 (c) are uncorrelated;
if there is correlation between them, then again the more complete
treatment8 in terms of the statistical matrix or the Stokes parameters
is required.

We can now calculate the change in antenna temperature, ATa,
due to introduction of an isolated object into the main beam. From

Eq. (29), we see that, if it can be assumed that the Fain of the an-
tennais constant over the effective solid angle t1 /R subtended by

the target, then

4 T, (o) dfz
(3Z) ATa

or

17



gm - el Tb + < T>l tiT (O)
(33) txTa 2d LR-

Because of the assumption just mentioned, Eq. (33) for ATa is
correct as long as <& T/ >, is correct, ii e., as long as the two
polarizations of radiation incident on the target are uncorrelated,

Notice also that in calculating Ta and AT a , the incident radiation
T (cl) on the target need not be the same as the incident radiation
Ti(c) on the antenna, In practice such a situation might arise if a
target at a high altitude were observed with a ground"based radiometer,
and there were appreciable atmospheric absorption between object and
receiver. in such a situation, of course, it would be necessary to
take the absorption into account. For exammple, if the absorption
coefficient for the path R were a, the observed change in antenna
temperature would be ATa(obs) = (I-ta)Ta + aTatm where Tatm is
the temperature of the intervening medium.

A convenient rearrangement of Eq. (33) may be obtained by
relating the scattering cross sections to some reference cross-
sectional area Ap, which is usually taken as the projected area of
the object. That is, let

(34) ei(o )  fei,(o) Ap

ti (o) fti (o) Ap<a1>i =- <fsTt> Ap

A 5-

where the fis are dimensionless numbers, often referred to3 as the
efficiency factors for emission or absorption (fei), extinction (fti)'
etc.

Also, if the radiometer antenna were used as a transmitter, the
expres sion

(35) 7 gm

R 
2

18



would be just the fraction of total transmitter power inter-cepted by
Ap, the geometrical area of the target. Thus one can write

(36) ATa ?[fe Tb + < fs T>- ft Ti(o)

with the under standing that the f s refer to radiation of the same
polarization state as that for which the antenna is designed.

That is, the change of antenna temperature is proportional to the
fraction of power intercepted by the reference target, multiplied by
the sum of the appropriate temperatures weighted according to their
efficiency factors.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The reciprocity theorem and the principle of detailed balancing
can be used to calculate the emission cross section of an isolated
target in terms of its scattering cross sections. The apparent temper-
ature of such an object when it lies within a radiometer beam (or the
change in antenna temperature caused by its introduction into the beam)
can then also be found from its scattering properties, and the tempera-
ture of the thermal radiation incident on it.

19
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